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XVe know you arc not in the threshing business for your health. You want to make money. Then, the better—
more efficient—machine you operate the more money you will make. You can make more money threshing with a 
New Century than you can with any other. Let us prove it. We can do it.

Here’s the whole secret—The New Century has advanced principles of separation that puts it in a class purely its 
own. Take up the construction—follow the course of the straw, front cylinder to stacker—then, and then only, will 
you appreciate its marvelous separating qualities. From the time the u nth reshed grain enters its cylinder until the 
straw lands in the stack, «there is not a falter in its movement. Never does the straw become compressed. Can you 
say this of the vibrating type of rack used in other machines?

Century FeatureThe Universal Rotary Exclusively NewRack—-An
In no other machine will you find such an efficient rack a* the Universal Rotary used in the New Century. It 

gets «the grain out of the straw when all others fail. This rack has double the separating capacity of the vibrating 
type of rack. Let us take «this as an example—can you not take a fork of threshed grain and extract more kernels from 
it in two shakes or agitations,-than you can in one? Then, is it not fair to assume that a rack that kicks or agitates the 
straw twice with each complete revolution of -the crank shaft affords better separation than one that kicks or 
agitates it but once? Your answers to these questions mus-t be in the affirmative. There you have it in a nutshell. The 
Universal Rotary Rack kicks or agitates the straw twice with each complete revolution of the crank shaft, while the 
vibrating type of rack as used in other machines, only kicks or agitates it but once. Under like conditions which 
•machine will do the best separating? We say the New Century, and we believe you will agree with us. And. mind 
you—this is just one of the many superior features of construction of the New Century. You want the best grain 
separator your money can buy. Don't waste grain—its a crime. There's no excuse for wasting grain. You can save 
all of it with a New Century.

CATALOG AND FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST—WRITE

The International Harvester Company of Canada, Ltd.,
Canadian Sales Agents for New Century Threshers, or

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Company
Lock Box No. 64, Mansfield, Ohio
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